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emissions, process parameters, capture 
system parameters, control device pa-
rameters or other factors relevant to 
assessing compliance with emission 
limitations or standards. 

Owner or operator means any person 
who owns, leases, operates, controls or 
supervises a stationary source subject 
to this part. 

Part 70 or 71 permit shall have the 
same meaning as provided under part 
70 or 71 of this chapter, provided that it 
shall also refer to a permit issued, re-
newed, amended, revised, or modified 
under any federal permit program pro-
mulgated under title V of the Act. 

Part 70 or 71 permit application shall 
mean an application (including any 
supplement to a previously submitted 
application) that is submitted by the 
owner or operator in order to obtain a 
part 70 or 71 permit. 

Permitting authority shall have the 
same meaning as provided under part 
70 or 71 of this chapter. 

Pollutant-specific emissions unit means 
an emissions unit considered sepa-
rately with respect to each regulated 
air pollutant. 

Potential to emit shall have the same 
meaning as provided under part 70 or 71 
of this chapter, provided that it shall 
be applied with respect to an ‘‘emis-
sions unit’’ as defined under this part 
in addition to a ‘‘stationary source’’ as 
provided under part 70 or 71 of this 
chapter. 

Predictive emission monitoring system 
(PEMS) means a system that uses proc-
ess and other parameters as inputs to a 
computer program or other data reduc-
tion system to produce values in terms 
of the applicable emission limitation 
or standard. 

Regulated air pollutant shall have the 
same meaning as provided under part 
70 or 71 of this chapter. 

§ 64.2 Applicability. 

(a) General applicability. Except for 
backup utility units that are exempt 
under paragraph (b)(2) of this section, 
the requirements of this part shall 
apply to a pollutant-specific emissions 
unit at a major source that is required 
to obtain a part 70 or 71 permit if the 
unit satisfies all of the following cri-
teria: 

(1) The unit is subject to an emission 
limitation or standard for the applica-
ble regulated air pollutant (or a surro-
gate thereof), other than an emission 
limitation or standard that is exempt 
under paragraph (b)(1) of this section; 

(2) The unit uses a control device to 
achieve compliance with any such 
emission limitation or standard; and 

(3) The unit has potential pre-control 
device emissions of the applicable regu-
lated air pollutant that are equal to or 
greater than 100 percent of the amount, 
in tons per year, required for a source 
to be classified as a major source. For 
purposes of this paragraph, ‘‘potential 
pre-control device emissions’’ shall 
have the same meaning as ‘‘potential 
to emit,’’ as defined in § 64.1, except 
that emission reductions achieved by 
the applicable control device shall not 
be taken into account. 

(b) Exemptions—(1) Exempt emission 
limitations or standards. The require-
ments of this part shall not apply to 
any of the following emission limita-
tions or standards: 

(i) Emission limitations or standards 
proposed by the Administrator after 
November 15, 1990 pursuant to section 
111 or 112 of the Act. 

(ii) Stratospheric ozone protection 
requirements under title VI of the Act. 

(iii) Acid Rain Program requirements 
pursuant to sections 404, 405, 406, 407(a), 
407(b), or 410 of the Act. 

(iv) Emission limitations or stand-
ards or other applicable requirements 
that apply solely under an emissions 
trading program approved or promul-
gated by the Administrator under the 
Act that allows for trading emissions 
within a source or between sources. 

(v) An emissions cap that meets the 
requirements specified in § 70.4(b)(12) or 
§ 71.6(a)(13)(iii) of this chapter. 

(vi) Emission limitations or stand-
ards for which a part 70 or 71 permit 
specifies a continuous compliance de-
termination method, as defined in 
§ 64.1. The exemption provided in this 
paragraph (b)(1)(vi) shall not apply if 
the applicable compliance method in-
cludes an assumed control device emis-
sion reduction factor that could be af-
fected by the actual operation and 
maintenance of the control device 
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(such as a surface coating line con-
trolled by an incinerator for which con-
tinuous compliance is determined by 
calculating emissions on the basis of 
coating records and an assumed control 
device efficiency factor based on an ini-
tial performance test; in this example, 
this part would apply to the control de-
vice and capture system, but not to the 
remaining elements of the coating line, 
such as raw material usage). 

(2) Exemption for backup utility power 
emissions units. The requirements of 
this part shall not apply to a utility 
unit, as defined in § 72.2 of this chapter, 
that is municipally-owned if the owner 
or operator provides documentation in 
a part 70 or 71 permit application that: 

(i) The utility unit is exempt from all 
monitoring requirements in part 75 (in-
cluding the appendices thereto) of this 
chapter; 

(ii) The utility unit is operated for 
the sole purpose of providing elec-
tricity during periods of peak elec-
trical demand or emergency situations 
and will be operated consistent with 
that purpose throughout the part 70 or 
71 permit term. The owner or operator 
shall provide historical operating data 
and relevant contractual obligations to 
document that this criterion is satis-
fied; and 

(iii) The actual emissions from the 
utility unit, based on the average an-
nual emissions over the last three cal-
endar years of operation (or such short-
er time period that is available for 
units with fewer than three years of 
operation) are less than 50 percent of 
the amount in tons per year required 
for a source to be classified as a major 
source and are expected to remain so. 

§ 64.3 Monitoring design criteria. 
(a) General criteria. To provide a rea-

sonable assurance of compliance with 
emission limitations or standards for 
the anticipated range of operations at 
a pollutant-specific emissions unit, 
monitoring under this part shall meet 
the following general criteria: 

(1) The owner or operator shall de-
sign the monitoring to obtain data for 
one or more indicators of emission con-
trol performance for the control de-
vice, any associated capture system 
and, if necessary to satisfy paragraph 
(a)(2) of this section, processes at a pol-

lutant-specific emissions unit. Indica-
tors of performance may include, but 
are not limited to, direct or predicted 
emissions (including visible emissions 
or opacity), process and control device 
parameters that affect control device 
(and capture system) efficiency or 
emission rates, or recorded findings of 
inspection and maintenance activities 
conducted by the owner or operator. 

(2) The owner or operator shall estab-
lish an appropriate range(s) or des-
ignated condition(s) for the selected in-
dicator(s) such that operation within 
the ranges provides a reasonable assur-
ance of ongoing compliance with emis-
sion limitations or standards for the 
anticipated range of operating condi-
tions. Such range(s) or condition(s) 
shall reflect the proper operation and 
maintenance of the control device (and 
associated capture system), in accord-
ance with applicable design properties, 
for minimizing emissions over the an-
ticipated range of operating conditions 
at least to the level required to achieve 
compliance with the applicable re-
quirements. The reasonable assurance 
of compliance will be assessed by main-
taining performance within the indi-
cator range(s) or designated condi-
tion(s). The ranges shall be established 
in accordance with the design and per-
formance requirements in this section 
and documented in accordance with the 
requirements in § 64.4. If necessary to 
assure that the control device and as-
sociated capture system can satisfy 
this criterion, the owner or operator 
shall monitor appropriate process oper-
ational parameters (such as total 
throughput where necessary to stay 
within the rated capacity for a control 
device). In addition, unless specifically 
stated otherwise by an applicable re-
quirement, the owner or operator shall 
monitor indicators to detect any by-
pass of the control device (or capture 
system) to the atmosphere, if such by-
pass can occur based on the design of 
the pollutant-specific emissions unit. 

(3) The design of indicator ranges or 
designated conditions may be: 

(i) Based on a single maximum or 
minimum value if appropriate (e.g., 
maintaining condenser temperatures a 
certain number of degrees below the 
condensation temperature of the appli-
cable compound(s) being processed) or 
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